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Fuel the Dragon
On the �rst Wednesday of the month, Palisade Oil donates 10¢ per gallon of fuel bought from
all of their pumps.
February's donation of $363.08 was given to Garretson Elementary School Student Council.



MS/HS Hallway Happenings from Mr. Chris Long,
Principal
Hello from the hallways of GHS/GMS! Crazy that we’ve already turned the calendar to March.
We still have a lot to accomplish and a lot of activities happening at GHS the remainder of the
school year. Activities soon end for our winter sports and transition into our spring activities.
Golf, track and �eld and club baseball will be in full swing by the end of the month and other

Meet Mrs. Kris Sands, Garretson
Academy
Hello, I'm Kris Sands. I have been managing the online
classroom, Garretson Academy, in the High School for 9 years.
In my classroom, students take high school elective classes,
Dual Credit (college) courses and AP courses. I enjoy getting
to know the students and seeing them work towards their
future plans after graduation.

I'm originally from Worthington, MN. I graduated from Mankato
State with a degree in Dietetics and met my husband Dean. We
have lived in Chicago, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis before
settling outside of Garretson 22 years ago. Dean is the branch
manager of Olympic Companies, a commercial drywall
contractor in Sioux Falls. We have two kids that graduated
from Garretson. Jera is 23 years old, lives in Sioux Falls and is
a hairstylist at Great Clips. Garret is 21 years old and is
working on a Math major, Statistics minor at the University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis.

I enjoy spending time outdoors, snowshoeing in the winter and
camping, hiking, and kayaking in the warmer months. We added
a white lab puppy to our household last year to liven up our
quiet, "empty-nest". His name is Boon.
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extra curriculars ramp up this time of year, too. Below are just a
few things that have recently happened or will be happening
soon.

STUDENTS RECOGNIZED
GHS and GMS had our second student recognition assembly.
It’s a great way to end the day and recognize our students for
their successes here at school. Here’s some of those that were
recognized.

The following students were recognized as our BLAZE Award
recipients. BLAZE stands for “Building Leadership with Attitude
and Zest for Education. These students were GHS students: Jayden Clark, Cadyn Ockenga,
Logan Facile, Morgan Pierret and Jaelyn Benson. GMS students recognized were Elizabeth
Roth, Karlie Genzlinger, Serie Risty and Kaelyn Braun.

Several of our GHS Band students were recognized also for their participation in either the
USD or Big East Conference honor bands for their musical prowess. These students were
Lauren Fick, Angel Larson, Alexa Draper, Kara Knebel Koster, Evan DeBates, Luke Knebel
Koster and Seth Peterson.

One of our GMS band members, Abrianna Doppenberg has the fantastic opportunity to
participate in the South Dakota Middle School All-State Band held in Mitchell on March 6-7. A
small percentage of students that try out for this event are accepted to the band. Congrats
Abrianna.

The GHS 1-Act play participated in the regional contest earning a 4th place �nish at the
regional competition. Three of the members of the play received outstanding performer
recognition. They were: Amber Hulscher, Molly Hulscher and Morgan Moritz. Congrats to
these ladies and the rest of the cast and crew and director Erika Brown.

Several students were also recognized as ACE (Attitude, Character and Effort) Award
recipients for their positive involvement with extra-curricular activities in which they have
participated. Here are those students and the activity in which they were recognized: Aiden
Scott and Ben De Loera (JH FB); Addison Hove and Bryn Swatek (JH VB); Preston Bohl
(Wrestling); Aftyn Heitkamp and Mya Long (Girls BB); Evan Bly and Jake Schroeder (Boys BB);
Jordyn Williams and Kailyn Leedy (JH Girls BB); Blaine Trower and Aiden Scott (JH Boys BB);
and Justin Stoterau (FFA).

Also recognized was our Dragon FIRE Award. The Dragon FIRE (For Inspiration and
Recognition of Excellence) was presented to Mrs. Darcy McGee, a computer and business
teacher in Garretson. This award is recognized via a student recommendation, congrats to
Mrs. McGee!

2020-21 GHS REGISTRATION
The transition from winter to spring of the school year also means high school registration. In
the next few weeks students will be provided information on course offerings and provided
with input on what their schedule for next school year should look like. If you have any
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questions regarding registration and class offerings at GHS, please don’t hesitate to contact
us here at the school.

Thanks for taking the time to check out “Hallway Happenings”. Have a great day and hope to
see you soon!

Middle School Language Arts by
Mrs. Kari Stoltenberg, MS
Language Arts, Golf Coach
Each year as August rolls around, I can’t count the number of
times I’m asked, “Are you ready for school to start?” My answer
is usually something like, “I will be.”

Although I do enjoy the summer months, even after thirty-eight
years, I still enjoy that new school year coming around. It’s the
feeling of purpose and routine that generates excitement. Every
year brings a new start with lots of changes revolving around KIDS, CURRICULUM, and
COMPUTERS! Because there are so many changes, I believe teachers can avoid getting burned
out if they embrace those opportunities of change.

It is true that teachers are life-long learners; it’s impossible to continue to do our job if we
aren’t. Even though in all my years I have changed grade levels three times, one constant never
changes, what I teach-KIDS. Now the “how” I teach is constantly changing because of the
needs of my clientele and, of course, all of the new technology we’ve implemented.

As I look back to the beginning of my career when green chalkboards were used, I can see the
progression of simple things like moving to white boards and then onto smart boards and now
projectors. Some of the changes were obviously for the better, while others like smart boards
came with a little apprehension because of the training it took to use them. But once we dove
in and learned how they could be used, we were disappointed when they took them out and
replaced them with projectors. But all is well as we’ve adapted.

A fun and entertaining change that occurs often deals with fashion and fads. I can remember
growing up when girls (and female teachers) had to wear dresses to school. We wore pants
under our dresses to keep warm walking to school but then had to take them off once we
were inside. Recess duty would have been a real chiller if we’d have had to do that as teachers.
Fortunately pants were OK, but many were worn with high heels, “Ouch!” Then came the stirrup
pants, leggings, long belted shirts, large earrings, and button covers. Now my wardrobe in
pretty casual with a lot less changes, but a new school year helps me catch up with what’s
trending with the younger generation.

The most signi�cant change with the most effect on both teachers and students was going
from notebooks to MacBooks in just thirty-eight short years. Large box-like computers were
introduced to us in the mid to late 80s; we usually went to a lab to use them for programming
activities or simple skill practice. Then we may have gotten one or two of our own in our
classrooms, and then teachers were being trained on how to use them for management
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purposes. Talk about stress when we were told we were going to put all of our grades and
lesson plans on computers!! Then we went from those large desk top ones with huge
modems to thin, lightweight laptops that we have with us now wherever we go! I remember
getting my �rst I pad and thinking how cool that was to use a touch screen, and now I have a
new one that I can write on with a pencil. I never would have imagined having to remember to
“charge” my pencil! Only in the 21st Century!

As students were given personal devices, teaching styles and curriculum really changed. There
are de�nitely pros and cons to teaching/learning this way, but I don’t know how I would teach
without them. I do think the pros outweigh the cons, but one of the issues is it’s certainly
di�cult to keep a student engaged in a class when they’ve forgotten their iPad at home or
forgotten to charge it.

Even with all of these changes over the years, one thing still remains the same, KIDS! They
still need guidance and support from home, a welcoming, safe environment in which to learn,
and a diversity of activities to stretch their minds.

Experience the Value of Education
by Mr. Tim Hughes
My name is Tim Hughes and this is my 14th year teaching here
at Garretson High School. I’m a Northern State University
graduate, a husband, a father of three, a sports enthusiast, dog
lover and last, but certainly not least, I’m an educator. While all
the other facets of my life are pretty clear, it’s the latter that
sometimes offers a daily challenge and sometimes the most
rewarding outcomes.

As teachers, we often times �nd ourselves in this situation:

Teacher: “Where’s your book?!”
Student: “At home.”
Teacher: “And what’s it doing there?”
Student: “Having more fun than me”

This quote simply illustrates the constant back and forth with our students, trying to get them
to value the education they’ve been privy to. One reason I believe they don’t value their
education as much as maybe they should, is because they don’t view school as a place where
“fun” can be had inside the classroom. My goal is to make those students realize that learning
can be fun, if you simply by in and let yourself enjoy the moment.

In my classroom, whether I’m teaching General Literature (Freshmen), American Literature
(Juniors) or U.S. History, it is my goal to bring those stories to life and provide an avenue for
learning that includes: self-re�ection, cultural and literary understanding, personal connections
and educational growth, in an atmosphere that includes laughter and inclusiveness. Too often,
students feel as if they can’t or won’t be heard, but in my classroom, every opinion is important
and deserves to be heard. We strive to give a voice to everyone in a respectful manner, while
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also allowing feedback from those who may not necessarily agree with someone else’s
viewpoint. If a student feels valued, then they feel a part of the “group” and that leads to an
atmosphere where everyone is happy to express their views and many times stand up for
something, they know may not the most popular position.

I realize that many of the authors, stories and events I cover in my classroom are serious or
weren’t written with a comedic intent, however, that doesn’t mean that students can’t view
them from an entirely different perspective. Comparing King George III to mom/dad and the
British troops to an older sibling, can bring to life the “oppression” some students say they
feel in their lives. It builds a connection between the content and maybe a student’s personal
experience. If we can make these types of connections with the content, the student seems to
gain a deeper understanding of what’s being taught.

I invite you as parents to reach out to me if you have any questions or concerns. I’m here to
partner with you in getting your child the best education possible and making their educational
experience, one they will never forget!

Go Blue Dragons!

Elementary Energy Bus by Mrs.
Teresa Hulscher, Elem. Prinicipal,
SPED Director
As we near the end of our third quarter of the school year,
Elementary students are celebrating heroes and the gift of
reading throughout the week of March 2-6. Story characters
demonstrating heroic characteristics like empathy,
communication skills, positive peer relationships, inclusion and
problem solving will remind students of what qualities real heroes possess. Some of our very
own local heroes, doctors, veterans, medical survivors, cultural leaders and parents, will come
in to read books to the students and be introduced as heroes. Too often, our kids are
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misguided to thinking that athletic ability, fame, and popularity are what heroes are made of.
As we continue to work through our social emotional curriculum, HARMONY, we want to instill
the power of character and see our kids evaluate heroism based on quality character traits,
not fame and fortune. Our Read Across America Week will also promote a food drive for the
local food pantry and a Scholastic Book Fair, March 2-4, to support our school library. Dress
up days are planned and masks and capes are ready for a SUPER HERO reading celebration!

Meet Mrs. Alyxa Hoefert-
Veldhuizen, Kindergarten Teacher
My name is Alyxa Hoefert - Veldhuizen and this will be my 6th
year teaching kindergarten in Garretson. I can’t believe my �rst
year kindergarteners are going to be in middle school next year!
Where did the time go? I graduated from Augustana University
with a degree in Elementary Education and coaching
endorsement. I grew up in Sioux Falls playing softball and going
to Washington High. I live there now with my husband Forrest
and daughter Haisley. When I am not at school, I enjoy spending
time with my family and friends. I am an avid kayaker and
adventure-er. In the summer you will �nd me helping put on different softball tournaments or
going to the pool.

Flexible Learning in the 21st Century Classroom
by Miss Amber Williamson, 3rd Grade Teacher
If you were to stroll through many of the elementary classrooms this year, you would see a
shift in classroom learning spaces. More teachers are incorporating �exible seating into their
learning spaces and “tossing out” traditional seating. You may notice tables lowered down to
the �oor, less desks and more community learning spaces, lap desks, wobbly stools, yoga
balls, and bar stools are just a few of the many seating options being given to students.

After discussing and creating �exible seating options, students are rotated throughout the
different seating options for the �rst month of school. After that, we discuss where they felt
they were able to focus and learn best with the least amount of distractions. By empowering
students to make their own choices in the classroom, we are helping them develop skills to
take into their future work places. Kayla Delzer, the North Dakota 2019 teacher of the year, and
avid �exible seating guru states, “Outside the windows of our classroom is a dynamic, fast-
paced, and ever-changing world full of choices. How can we expect our students to solve
problems and make choices independently if we constantly solve their problems and make
their choices for them?”

Studies show that children who participate in physical movement throughout the day are more
likely to stay on task and have fewer negative behaviors and feelings towards school. Our
overall goal is to grow our future, every child, every day. Allowing our students to move,
collaborate, and problem solve on their own by using �exible learning spaces every day in
class is the �rst step in building a successful future.
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Why Inclusion? Part 2: 1970’s to Present By: Mrs.
Kara Assid, MA. Multi-cat K-12 SPED, ECSE
"There are only two things wrong with most special education for the mentally handicapped; it
isn't special, and it isn't education." Alice Metzner (Blatt, 1966).

Our previous month’s article focused on the exclusion and severe maltreatment of people with
disabilities during the �rst 200 years or so of the United States. We will pick up here in the
1970’s as the road to inclusion becomes wider for people with disabilities.

Numerous civil rights protests and lawsuits occurred in this decade. The Supreme Court ruling
in Wyatt vs. Stickney (1971) prevented locking up disabled people in custodial institutions
without treatment or education. In Mills v. Board of Education of District of Columbia, 348
F.Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972) the court established that "all children are entitled to free public
education and training appropriate to their learning capacities". Poorly run institutions were
legally forced to close during the 70’s and 80’s. A huge achievement was won in 1973 when the
government granted civil rights protection with the passing of The Rehabilitation Act. Section
504 of the Act prevented discrimination of people with disabilities. Laws giving assistance to
those with developmental disabilities came into effect. Independent living and job training
centers were started. Under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, every public agency
has the legal obligation to ensure nondiscrimination in the employment of people with
disabilities working in these agencies (Americans with Disabilities Act 1990).

In 1975, Congress passed PL94-142. This later became the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA) (1990). This is also known as the Free and Appropriate Public Education
(FAPE) Act. This was the beginning of inclusion. Handicapped children could not be excluded
from public school because of their disability, and “school districts were required to provide
special services to meet the needs of handicapped children. The law also required that
handicapped children be taught in a setting that resembles as closely as possible the regular
school program, while also meeting their special needs”. (Wikipedia timeline). IDEA
established thirteen disability categories: Autism, Deaf-Blindness, Deafness, Developmental
Delay, Emotional Disturbance, Hearing Impairment, Intellectual Disability, Orthopedic
Impairment, Speci�c Learning Disability, Speech or Language Impairment, Traumatic Brain
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Injury, Visual Impairment including blindness, and also the category of Multiple Disabilities
(SDDOE Eligibility Guide). IDEA is a federal law implemented at the state and district levels.

School districts have the important responsibility of determining whether a child has a
disability that requires special education or related services in order to bene�t from Free and
Appropriate Public Education (FAPE). Because of PL94-142 and later revisions, schools now
actively seek out students who may be struggling and provide academic interventions. If those
interventions are not helping the student learn, the school may choose to evaluate the
student’s abilities (with parent permission). The evaluation must include both standardized
and non-standardized assessments. This way, students are evaluated from many perspectives.
Standardized assessment scores show performance compared to students of the same age
or grade. Non-standardized assessments show how the student does independently and are
obtained through direct observation, and questionnaires completed by teachers and parents.
Medical history is also reviewed. After the evaluations are complete the student, parents,
administrators, general education teachers, special education teachers and school
psychologist meet to review the evaluations and determine eligibility for special education
and related services, (SDDOE, 2016).

In 2001 the US Congress passed the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) reauthorizing states to
develop assessments in basic skills (Timeline of Disability Rights In the United States). Only a
certain percentage of students may “opt out”. Those with disabilities also must not be “Left
Behind”.

The idea of “inclusion” is meant to include all aspects of a person’s life. People with
disabilities now have a civil right to be included in schools, live in housing around other
homes, and to access voting centers and community libraries. The United States’ federal laws
and state and local zoning ordinances are now established to protect those with disabilities
from again being alienated from the public (Americans With Disabilities Act, 1990),
(Department of Education).

Why Inclusion? Part 3: “Inclusion starts with me”… to follow in next month’s newsletter.
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From the Desk of the Activities
Director, Kevin Steckler
Participation in High School Athletics Has Long-Lasting
Bene�ts

High school athletic programs have been studied for more than
a century. Early studies focused on how athletics help create an identity and generated pride
for participants and community members. These studies evolved to explain how participation
brought about improvements in physical health, stress management and academics. Today
there are numerous studies that focus on all types of participation bene�ts, but what
sometimes goes unappreciated is the impact that high school athletics has on students after
they graduate.

Participating in high school athletics has long-lasting bene�ts, especially when athletic
leaders create an environment that challenges and rewards the growth mindset. When
participants are supported in this way, they develop lifelong habits that last beyond high
school.

Three of the most important participation takeaways that students continue to practice after
graduation are: 1. Building Relationships Through Team; 2. Understanding Limitations and How
to Push Past Them; 3. Foundations of Fitness

Part 1 ~ Building Relationships Through Team

Scoring the winning points, attaining a personal record in football, or volleyball are a few
moments participants replay over a lifetime, but what students remember most from athletic
participation is the relationship and celebration they share with teammates. High school
athletes work together daily in strenuous practices preparing for stressful situations in search

Tech Tips with Mr. Matt Schrank,
PK-12 Tech Coordinator
Meet Mr. Matt Schrank!

February Calendar Link
Garretson Blue Dragon Monthly Calendar
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of positive outcomes. In this pressured environment students build relationships and learn to
care for each other.

Being part of a school team is unique because no single outcome can be accomplished
individually. Regardless of score, each game is dependent on the contributions of all team
members. It is through these experiences that athletes develop a second family and learn to
value each other; maximizing both team and individual potential, teammates learn to care for
each other both on and off the �eld of play.

Essentially, athletics allows students to develop care and empathy. They learn to see things
outside of their own personal perspective and feel for their teammates. This care for others
transfers to post-high school experiences, and athletes can maintain this care and empathy
throughout their lives.

Next Month Part ~ Understanding Limitations and How to Push Past Them

Breakfast/Lunch Menus Link
Breakfast/Lunch Menus
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Facebook @GHSBlueDragons

Garretson Administration and
School Board

Administration
Mr. Guy Johnson, Superintendent, 605-594-3451, ext. 300
Mr. Chris Long, MS/HS Principal, 605-594-3451, ext. 302
Mrs. Teresa Hulscher, Elem. Principal, 605-594-3451, ext. 303
Mr. Jacob Schweitzer, Business Manager, 605-594-3451, ext.
301
Mr. Matt Schrank, Technology Administrator, 605-594-3451, ext.
174
School Board Members
Mr. Shannon Nordstrom, President
Mrs. Kari Flanagan, Vice President
Mrs. Rachel Hanisch
Mr. Tony Martens
Mrs. Ruth Sarar

505 2nd Street, Garretson, SD … �rstname.lastname@k12.sd.us

605-594-3451 garretson.k12.sd.us

If you know of anyone not receiving the monthly newsletter and would like to, have them drop
me an email... norinda.sandbulte@k12.sd.us
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